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Program Description  

During times of crisis stories help calm and guide us. Since the dawn of time, people in every culture have been 
telling stories about overcoming fear to remind us of our courage. This uplifting program offers stories that attend 
to social emotional needs in challenging times and are rooted in literacy. Noa invites students to listen deeply, 
imagine, and connect with the adventures of undaunted characters who are not discouraged by difficulty, danger 
or disappointment.

Technical Assistance/Requirements: 
This assembly requires a video platform provided by the school that the students understand and know how to 
access and navigate. The school should provide at least one adult to monitor the chat and make sure that 
students are engaging in it only when prompted by the artist. Please disable the private chatting feature until the 
end when students will be invited to participate in a Q and A with the artist in the chat.  By disabling the chat 
during the performance, it allows for deep listening and engagement in the stories.  It is helpful to have a short 
technical rehearsal with the school prior to the program to make sure everything is working properly.

Suggested Introduction:  

“Friends, please give a warm welcome to master storyteller Noa Baum presenting Undaunted - Tales of 
Adventure and Courage!” 

with Storyteller & Master Teaching Artist Noa Baum

Undaunted:  
Tales of Adventure & Courage
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Young Audiences Contact Number:  410-837-7577 

After Hours / Emergency Number:  Call 410-837-7577 and follow the prompts to be connected with a 
staff member on call.   

Artist Bio:   

Israeli-born Noa Baum is  an award-winning storyteller and author who uses 
mesmerizing voices, impeccable timing, and warm authenticity to captivate 
audiences of all ages.  Noa focuses on the power of storytelling to heal across the 
divides of identity and build bridges of peace and shares stories from diverse 
cultures and her own rich Jewish heritage to highlight our similarities and celebrate 
our differences.


Presentation highlights include: The World Bank, The Mayo Clinic, US Defense 
Department, US Food & Drug Administration, AARP, US Securities & Exchange 
Bureau, the National Storytelling Festival, the Kennedy Center.  


Trained in theater and education at New York University, Noa is a winner of Parents’ 
Choice and Storytelling World awards.  Her memoir “A Land Twice Promised: An 
Israeli Woman’s Quest for Peace'' is a winner of several awards including the Anne 
Izard Storytellers Choice Award and the Audio Book (narrated by Noa) is now on 

Audible. Noa is a recipient of numerous awards from the Maryland State Arts Council and the Montgomery County 
Arts Council and was voted by The Washington Jewish Week as one of 10 most interesting local Jews.


www.noabaum.com 


Social-Emotional competencies elevated in this program:   
• Self-Awareness 

• Identifying emotions
• Social Awareness 

• Perspective Taking 
• Empathy 
• Appreciating Diversity 
• Respect for Others

• Responsible Decision Making 
• Reflecting 
• Ethical Responsibility  

with Storyteller & Master Teaching Artist Noa Baum

Undaunted:  
Tales of Adventure & Courage

http://www.noabaum.com


Common Core Anchor Standards for Speaking and Listening 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.2 
Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and 
orally.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.1  
Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations with diverse partners, building 
on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.


Maryland State Curriculum Standards For Fine Arts:  

Artistic Process - Connecting 
Anchor Standard 10 Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art 


Enduring Understanding Theatre artists allow awareness of interrelationships between self and others to influence 
and inform their work 


Essential Question What happens when theatre artists foster understanding between self and others through critical 
awareness, social responsibility, and the exploration of empathy? 


I:3-5:1: Explore how theatre can connect oneself to a community or culture. 


	 


Anchor Standard 11 Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical context to deepen 
understanding 


Enduring Understanding Theatre artists understand and can communicate their creative processes and artistic 
inspirations as they analyze the way the world may be understood. 


Essential Question In what ways does a theatre artist’s understanding of self, the world, and the theatrical art form 
affect the way a theatrical production is understood. 


I:3-5:1: Identify historical, global, and/or social issues expressed in a theatrical work from another culture.


E:3-5:5: Analyze and infer how art is used to inform or change beliefs, values, and/or behaviors of an individual or 
society.
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Vocabulary:  

Courage - The root of the word courage is “cor” – the Latin word for heart. (as the seat of emotions)," hence 
"spirit, temperament, state or frame of mind," from Old French corage "heart, innermost feelings; temper" In one 
of its earliest forms, the word courage meant “To speak one's mind by telling all one's heart.”


Gold Rush - The California Gold Rush (1848–1855) began on January 24, 1848, when gold was found by James 
W. Marshall at Sutter's Mill in Coloma, California.The news of gold brought approximately 300,000 people to 
California from the rest of the United States and abroad. 


Jaban – coward in Arabic   جبان    (El Jaban – the coward)


Shujae - (pronounced: Shoo’Jawu) – brave in Arabic شجاع   (El Shujae – the brave)


Suffragettes -  A suffragette was a member of an activist women's organization in the early 20th century who, 
under the banner "Votes for Women", fought for the right to vote in public elections. The term refers in particular to 
members of the British Women's Social and Political Union (WSPU), a women-only movement founded in 1903 by 
Emmeline Pankhurst, which engaged in direct action and civil disobedience. 


Undaunted -  not intimidated or discouraged by 
difficulty, danger, or disappointment.


Voting rights for women - The legal right of 
women to vote was established in the United 
States over the course of more than half a 
century, first in various states and localities, 
sometimes on a limited basis, and then 
nationally in 1920. The demand for women's 
suffrage began to gather strength in the 1840s, 
emerging from the broader movement for 
women's rights. In 1848, the Seneca Falls 
Convention, the first women's rights 
convention, passed a resolution in favor of 
women's suffrage despite opposition from 
some of its organizers, who believed the idea 
was too extreme. By the time of the first 
National Women's Rights Convention in 1850, 
however, suffrage was becoming an 
increasingly important aspect of the 
movement's activities. 


with Storyteller & Master Teaching Artist Noa Baum

Undaunted:  
Tales of Adventure & Courage



Background 

What is Storytelling?                                                                                                    	                      


At its core, storytelling is the art of using language, vocalization, and/or physical movement and gesture to 
reveal the elements and images of a story to a specific, live audience. A central, unique aspect of storytelling is 
its reliance on the audience to develop specific visual imagery and detail to complete and co-create the story. 
We listen, but actually, we see story.  We see places and people in the movie of our mind.  A good story stays 
with us in our hearts through the pictures we created with our imagination, in our mind.


What is Oral Language?                                                                                  	    	 


• The language of Storytelling spoken or oral language. It is distinguished from written language in three ways:


• Oral language encompasses all modes of expression of which words are just one part. 


• Tone of voice, rhythm and silence, gestures and 
body language, posture and use of space, facial 
expression and eye behaviors are all part of our 
communication power and are stronger than the 
content or words we use.


• Oral language is multidimensional - it 
simultaneously communicates more than one 
meaning.


• A word, tone of voice, facial expression, gesture, 
posture, eye direction etc., each represent a 
dimension of communication and the various 
dimensions can reinforce each other to produce 
something more powerful than that of words alone, 
or convey more complex meaning through 
conflicting with each other.


• Oral language is time based - time passes during 
an oral story in a way that is different from the 
reading experience. 


• The presence of the teller makes everything more 
immediate. Time is non-reversible. We cannot go 
backward in time unlike a book where you can 
always go and read back. Oral story must work 
within the limits of the listener’s memory. 
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Pre-Performance Preparation 
• Have students write a few words or short sentences OR call out or share in chat in response:


• First word that comes to mind when you hear: courage


• What does courage mean to you? What image  - something you see in your imagination - do you see when 
thinking about courage?


• Name people or famous acts you think are courageous. 


• List 1-3 things that you consider scary (a fun way to help everyone feel safe and not “expose” their fears is to 
create anonymous post-its and have a teacher or volunteer read them out loud.)


Post-Performance Activities 
Prompts for Discussion or Writing 

• Share or write about a moment in each story 
that you:


• could imagine


• OR: liked


• OR: resonated with you (touched or 
moved you)


• What were moments of courage in any of the 
stories that you liked best? Why?


• Was there a moment in any of the stories that 
reminded you of something you experienced in 
your life? (saw or felt or thought about?)


• What did you notice the storyteller used to 
connect?


• How was oral language used in a way that was 
different than reading a book or watching a 
movie?


Activities 

Share the following prompts with students, allowing them to choose one. Before discussing their thoughts, 
invite them to take some time to write about them or think through them. Then invite students to share their 
stories in groups of three in breakout rooms OR open up the discussion for students to share by unmuting.
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1. Tell us about (or write about)  __________ (choose one) 

• A moment in your life you were undaunted (did not give up when something 
seemed impossible; were not intimidated or discouraged by difficulty, danger, or 
disappointment)


• A moment you dreamed of doing something courageous


• A moment you surprised yourself or others; or did something unexpected.


• A moment someone helped you feel courageous.


• A moment you  encouraged someone else to be courageous. 


2.  Why do you think Charley chose the life she did?  

Send students into breakout rooms to come up with a theory they can share with the class.  Bring everyone back to 
the main room to “pitch” their theories. Students can vote on the theory that most resonated with them.


3.  Why was the monster’s name “What might happen?” 

Send students into breakout rooms to come up with a theory they can share with the class.  Bring everyone back to 
the main room to “pitch” their theories. Students can vote on the theory that most resonated with them.


4.  The Turkey in the story sings to his stomach - sometimes when we “listen to our guts” or our instincts we 
can discover creative ways to respond to scary or difficult situations. 

• Imagine a scene in an imaginary movie where one character is in a scary or difficult situation; or a  situation of 
injustice (like the mayor taking the turkey’s gold in the story).


• Write your scene. 


• In the breakout room share your scenes/idea with a partner. 


• Together come up with a creative way to respond to this situation (it can be an annoying song like the one the 
turkey in the story sang; a funny joke; a silly dance etc.).


5.  Based on the description in the story “The Boy who Found Courage”  AND student imaginations, choose 
one of the following: 

• Draw the monster as you imagine it


• Create a collage of the monster out of things you find around the house or outside: pieces of fabric; cotton balls; 
toilet paper rolls; sticks; leaves; yarn; buttons; rags; cuttings from newspaper or magazines; feathers; food 
wrappings; ANYTHING!!! 
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• Create a comic strip of any scene /part of the story that you liked - use bubbles for the words characters are 
saying - find your own words to say it.


6.  Interview a family member about a time they were scared but 
overcame their fear.  

7.  Find and share stories of courage from different cultures. 

Additional resources:  

www.noabaum.com  

Tales 2 Go Subscription Audiobooks for Schools: 

https://www.tales2go.com/  

Resources about Charley Parkhurst: 

Legends of America  https://www.legendsofamerica.com/charley-parkhurst/ 


The Whip: a novel inspired by the story of Charley Parkhurst by Karen Kondazian  


Charley's Choice: The Life and Times of Charley Parkhurst by Fern J Hill 


Riding Freedom by Pam Munoz Ryan


Other Information 

Welcome and Information Letter for Families 

Teachers:  Please share the letter linked above with students and families prior to the 
program start! THANK YOU!
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